Preserve. Protect.
Sustainability Encompasses More than Just Creating Quality Products . . . Spacesaver creates products that inspire smarter, more responsible uses of space. It is a commitment to protect and give back to our local and global community through environmentally friendly manufacturing practices and corporate stewardship. At Spacesaver Corporation we respect the environment and strive to preserve the availability of natural resources for future generations. We don’t just create space-saving solutions; we create space to breathe.
Collection care. Arguably the single-most important undertaking for museums both large and small. As collections continue to grow, efficient storage space and optimum convenience and control over artifacts have become primary needs in today’s preservation strategies.

At Spacesaver, we fully recognize that the most significant factors influencing your choice in storage systems are: conservation, preservation and security. To that end, we’ve partnered with Delta Designs Ltd. to offer you a single source for all your storage needs. With our combined industry knowledge and expansive product offering, you won’t find a more effective provider of collection-care systems.
As artifact contributions continue to grow, viable storage space suddenly seems as priceless as the collections you covet. Adding on to existing structures, expanding to other nonworking areas, or even leasing off-site storage are all viable options; however, each presents its own set of drawbacks and challenges. That is why we developed space conservation, Spacesaver’s innovative approach to solving storage needs.
As the innovator of high-density mobile storage systems (HDMS) for museums and other archival storage, we’re helping to utilize millions of square feet of available floor space by taking advantage of nonproductive, fixed-aisle space used in traditional stationary-storage applications. With a Spacesaver mobile storage system, the last thing you’ll need to worry about is turning away additional artifacts for lack of space.

LARGE FOSSILS CAN BE SAFELY STORED IN CUSTOM DESIGNED HDMS SYSTEMS TO ACCOMMODATE OVERSIZED ARTIFACTS.
The inherent flexibility of our museum storage systems allows for custom-designed units to be built to the collection curator’s or manager’s specific requirements. The overall dimensions and layout of each system will depend on: the size, shape and weight of the objects being stored, access and retrieval frequency, type of housing configured into the mobile storage system, existing architectural constraints and security concerns.
Designed to adapt to both stationary and mobile storage applications, Spacesaver 4-Post, Case-Type and Cantilever Shelving offer you a comprehensive choice of options. To enhance their functional utility, individual shelving units can be equipped with lockable doors, drawers, trays and bins as well as a broad array of storage accessories, accommodating a variety of collections.
With Spacesaver mobile art rack systems less, space is required for collection storage, which will double your storage capacity in the same area. Hand-controlled manual systems provide smooth and easy operation for display and storage of art or other objects. Double-faced, woven steel mesh design allows galleries and museums to hang artwork on both sides of the rack without interference. The mesh is flush with the posts allowing flexible arrangement.
Spacesaver/Delta Designs Ltd. flat file storage is an ideal solution for artwork, drawings and documents that require long-term protection, quick storage and retrieval.
The nature of the stored material in your collection bears significantly on the storage housing used and the final configuration of the overall system design. Each storage component offers its own form of protection to help guard against environmental factors.
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Spacesaver/Delta Designs Ltd. museum cabinets provide protection through completely controlled storage environments that help to maintain a constant level of humidity and temperature. The silicone seals also provide an airtight storage environment that minimizes artifact exposure to dust, insects and particulates.
Our five primary storage units are interchangeable within the structure and can be customized to meet your unique needs. Those units include: Wire Shelving, 4-Post Shelving, Cantilever Shelving, Specimen Drawers and Storage Cabinets. You can choose and configure between these options within the same housing unit to best accommodate the collection material, specimen or artifact being stored. Overall system carriages can be made to your desired width and length.

Spacesaver Advantage

By mounting storage units on wheeled carriages that run on tracks, Spacesaver systems eliminate the need for fixed aisle space. You simply push a button on our powered systems or turn the handle on our manual ones to open an aisle where you want it. The result is 100% greater storage capacity or 50% space reduction.
From our exclusive field-tested safety features to our unique storage design attributes intended to preserve even the most valuable of artifacts, Spacesaver addresses each preservation issue with solutions developed exclusively for museums and archives.